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Design. Build. InstallDesign. Build. Install



Plote Construction

LocationLocation

Hoffman EstatesHoffman Estates

Square FootageSquare Footage

15,000 Square Feet15,000 Square Feet

ScopeScope

This task involved creating furniture, This task involved creating furniture, 

fixture, and finish selections tailored fixture, and finish selections tailored 

to the client’s preferences and to the client’s preferences and 

requirements for a three-floor  requirements for a three-floor  

building.building.

Client IndustryClient Industry

ConstructionConstruction

1100 Brandt Dr, 1100 Brandt Dr, 

Hoffman Estates, IL 60192Hoffman Estates, IL 60192



WorkstationsWorkstations Private Office Private Office 

The ProblemThe Problem

The office space had remained unchanged since its inception, presenting a The office space had remained unchanged since its inception, presenting a 

worn appearance and failing to meet the evolving needs of its occupants. Rec-worn appearance and failing to meet the evolving needs of its occupants. Rec-

ognizing the imperative for a transformation, it became evident that the lay-ognizing the imperative for a transformation, it became evident that the lay-

out required a significant overhaul to better serve their objectives.out required a significant overhaul to better serve their objectives.

The SolutionThe Solution

Our team of designers and architects will collaborate to develop a revised floor Our team of designers and architects will collaborate to develop a revised floor 

plan that maximizes space utilization, enhances privacy, and fosters plan that maximizes space utilization, enhances privacy, and fosters 

 productivity.  productivity. 

• • Schematic DesignSchematic Design • • Design DevelopmentDesign Development

• • Space PlanningSpace Planning • • Furniture SelectionsFurniture Selections

Provided ServicesProvided Services



The InspirationThe Inspiration

Drawing upon the distinctive  Drawing upon the distinctive  
elements of the original structure, elements of the original structure, 
the renovation sought to imbue the the renovation sought to imbue the 
space with character and charm space with character and charm 
while also reflecting the identity of while also reflecting the identity of 
the company. The decision to  the company. The decision to  
showcase their impactful 2015-2017 showcase their impactful 2015-2017 
project on I-90, a testament to the project on I-90, a testament to the 
company’s dedication and hard company’s dedication and hard 
work, served as a focal point. This work, served as a focal point. This 
project not only symbolized the project not only symbolized the 
family’s journey from humble  family’s journey from humble  
beginnings but also represented beginnings but also represented 
their substantial contributions to their substantial contributions to 
the Chicago area’s infrastructure.the Chicago area’s infrastructure.



The Interior DesignerThe Interior Designer

Jamie LeonardJamie Leonard

Creative DirectorCreative Director

Jamie trained as an architect at Jamie trained as an architect at 
a high-end residential firm in a high-end residential firm in 
Chicago where she continued to Chicago where she continued to 
develop her career for the next develop her career for the next 
decade, winning multiple design decade, winning multiple design 
awards and publications.  awards and publications.  
Having spent a lot of time in the Having spent a lot of time in the 
demanding residential sector demanding residential sector 
and with a blossoming family on and with a blossoming family on 
the way, she decided to transition the way, she decided to transition 
to the commercial design world. to the commercial design world. 
She found a home at Rieke  She found a home at Rieke  
Interiors in 2017.Interiors in 2017.



Your space should align 
with your mindset.

At Rieke Interiors, 
we believe building your ideal life starts with your  

surroundings. Your environment holds tremendous power 
over your mindset and wellbeing, which is why we strive to 
create interiors that delight and inspire, comfort and calm.

Schedule your complimentary 
consultation today at (847) 622-9711.


